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Case study of Nintendo: 

This study gathered information from Wikipedia, personal experience and Holling's Adaptive cycle of 

change paper. [1],[2] 

 

The video game industry flourished in the 1980's thanks to the Nintendo 

Entertainment System. It can be argued whether Nintendo breathed back life into the 

industry back then. However as years went by and the competition became fierce, 

Nintendo faced problems with keeping up with the competition and how 

technologically advanced they were. At some point in the late 90's and early 2000's 

Nintendo was struggling with its home console and was considered out of the game 

by many, but in 2006 it changed its focus and returned on top. This case study 

explains the cycle of change Nintendo went through by applying it to the literature 

conducted on adaptive cycle of change. 

 

In mid 1980's the video game industry was dying, arcades were fading out and no one 

believed that the industry will be relevant. Companies focused on quantity over 

quality which resulted in many bad games being put out that no one buys. However, 

in 1983 Nintendo launched its first home console named the Nintendo Entertainment 

System. By filtering the kind of games that can be published for the system they 

created the Nintendo Seal of Quality which ensures the quality of the games 

developed for the system. The system was a great success and it helped bring life back 

into the video game industry. That was Nintendo's penetration into the market. When 

applied to Holling's adaptive cycle, this can be considered the growth phase for 

Nintendo and the industry as a whole.  

Later on, many companies tried to mimic Nintendo and penetrate the market as well. 

Sega can be considered one of the main competitors in the early days. Nintendo was 

known for its famous mascots and they were often viewed as kid friendly. Sega took 

this opportunity to create its own mascot that looked edgier and some of the games 

released for the Sega consoles were more mature than the games released on 

Nintendo's system. That gave Sega a short success by gearing their system towards an 

older demographic. However, that didn't last long due to two factors. Number one: 

Nintendo's seal of quality ensured that the games on the system are the best out there. 

Sega resorted to buying third party developers to create many games for them every 

month but they were almost average. Nintendo would release one game a month but it 

was usually the best out there and Sega would release many games a month but they 

were mostly average. The second factor: Sega tried to compete with Nintendo by 

offering more technologically advanced consoles. This resulted in a lack of focus for 

Sega. From the period of 1983 to 1996 Sega already released 4 consoles and many 

iterations of the consoles while Nintendo released 2 consoles and stuck by them in 

that period. This caused some frustration with Sega's video game developers because 

the company wasn't focused on one certain console. This meant that when developers 

release a game on one console they would feel that Sega isn't supporting them 

because they release another console which outdates the previous one. This phase was 
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considered to be the conservation phase for Nintendo. Nintendo didn't do anything 

revolutionary at that time, they just had one goal, that is to release good games, 

conserve their market share and gather profit.  

 

In 1988 Sony and Nintendo signed a partnership agreement for Sony to provide 

Nintendo's console with a CD ROM. However, Nintendo found out that Sony is 

planning on releasing its own home console later. Nintendo made a mistake and 

canceled the deal publicly without informing Sony beforehand. This created a rivalry 

between the two companies that still stands till today. Later in 1995 Sony released its 

Playstation console which outdid Nintendo's Nintendo 64 which was released in 1996. 

Due to the technology used in the Playstation like the CD ROM, developers had more 

freedom to create bigger and more advanced games because of the amount of space a 

CD can offer compared to Nintendo's cartridges. Also, Sony wasn't an unknown 

company venturing into the industry; Sony is a well known brand that has more than 

one sector backing it up. So, Sony was able to gather many famous developers and 

actually take them away from Nintendo like Square Soft ( Now known as Square 

Enix). Nintendo struggled at this period and continued to struggle with the release of 

the next generation, with Microsoft also releasing its own console called the XBOX. 

The future looked grim for Nintendo as its consoles and games weren't as appealing to 

consumers as competition. This phase can be considered the Crisis phase, as Nintendo 

faced external difficulties from the competition and they had minimal profit in that 

period. A change was needed, a reorganization. 

 

As Nintendo fell back in the industry for two generations of videogames, they decided 

to alter their focus and do something different. Usually every generation the console 

manufacturers release new consoles that are technologically advanced. Nintendo 

however in 2006 started a new generation with a different idea; their Nintendo Wii 

wasn't more advanced than their previous console the Gamecube by a lot. However, 

they introduced a new way to control the games with motion sensors. By making it 

very easy to pick up and play on the spot without any previous experience with video 

games; Nintendo was able to cater its product for different demographics. Older 

people and women found it very attractive because it offered fitness games and board 

games for the whole family to pitch in. This strategy allowed Nintendo to expand its 

customers that helped Nintendo come back on top in the industry. This can be 

considered the Reorganization and Exploitation phase in Holling's adaptive cycle.  

 

The future for Nintendo is unclear due to the competition mimicking their approach 

towards casual video games and, tablets and smart phones competing against 

consoles. However, Nintendo as a company can be considered a great example that 

went through the cycle of change and might still keep going. The company started 

with great success then maintained the success till a crisis occurred, which then led 

them to reorganize and exploit the market again.  
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